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From: Adams, Dave (CPUs-Ft Collins)
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2008 3:33 AM
To: Bartlett, Lorraine; Blue, Ken
Cc: Lewis, Ric; Adams, Dave (CPUs-Ft Collins)
Subject:

I
RE: Collaboration Agreement

I can support Wednesday. l'li work with Ken to start.

To answer Kens question about past levels of collaboration agreement publicity:

Initially the companies made a point to highlight the tight Itanium partnership in public messaging. But we didnt
explicitly disclose much about the true extent of the "Alliance" agreement terms (in fact the agreement actually said that
neither company could disclose the existence of the agreement itself). The design collaboration aspect was pretty
openly disclosed / leaked in practice though. The financial and IP specifics were obviously viewed as much more
sensitive.

BUT, eventually Intel began receiving strong feedback from system vendors who Intel was trying to persuade to join the
ltanium party. Those vendors said Itanium looked like an architecture for which HP was too advantaged for them to also
join up. In fact some vendors expressed their (erroneous) belief that HP had dedicated silicon real estate on IPF CPUs
that was available to only HP for performance advantages.

So Intel and HP then agreed to stop publicizing the strong collaborative relationship aspects, and instead each company
separately made occasional statements reaffirming their commitment to and investments in Itaniurn and Integrity. Intel
began purposely only showing HP's logo alongside those of other Itanium OEMs and ISVs etc in their public materials
touting the architecture. Intel and HP also made some changes to strengthen PF's "level playing field" positioning for
other OEM5.

From my perspective, we are still in the latter phase described above, for most of the materials l've seen even recently.

Hope that helps,

-- Dave --

Original Message
From: Bartlett, Lorraine
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 20087:36 PM
To: Blue, Ken; Adams, Dave (CPUs-Ft Collins)
Cc: Lewis, Ric
Subject: RE: Collaboration Agreement

Wednesday work okay?

Original Message
From: Blue, Ken
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2008 7:34 PM
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To: Bartlett, Lorraine; Adams, Dave (CPUs-Ft Collins)
Cc: Lewis, Ric
Subject: RE: Collaboration Agreement

Lorraine,

I'll work with Dave to get you a synopsis of the timeline and progression. When do you need it by?

Ken

Original Message
From: Bartlett, Lorraine
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2008 4:01 PM
To: Blue, Ken; Adams, Dave (CPUs-Ft Collins)
Cc: Lewis, Ric
Subject: RE: Collaboration Agreement

Can you tell me when we had the initial one and each time we re-upped?

Original Message
From: Blue, Ken
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2008 3:18 PM
To: Adams, Dave (CPUs-Ft Collins)
Cc: Lewis, Ric; Bartlett, Lorraine
Subject: RE: Collaboration Agreement

Dave,

What level of publicity have we ever provided around our collaboration agreements? Given the nature of the previous
alliance and sensitivity with other OEMs...l would imagine little if any. What do you think?

Lorraine,

The history of collaboration agreements is a long and sordid story... There is nothing concise that I have that I can send
you.

Ken

Original Message
From: Bartlett, Lorraine
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2008 3:11 PM
To: Blue, Ken
Cc: Lewis, Ric

Subject: Collaboration Agreement
Importance: High

We are considering referencing our newly signed collaboration agreement in the Otellini-Hurd get together at
TechForum in mid-June. Nothing detailed ... Considering something about formal re-commitment since we both such
believes in Itanium/Integrity, etc. Might consider mentioning how long ... Thru the next decade ... Beyond 201x ... Not
sure yet.
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In order to figure out what we might propose, I would like to know the history of our collaboration agreements ... And
what if anything we have said publicly about it. Do you have any info you can send me?

Lorraine.
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